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Chapter 1

Introduction

All traffic between cytoplasm and nucleoplasm is controlled by highly selective gates, called
nuclear pore complexes (NPCs). The NPC is known to be the largest molecular machine in
the cell which is embodied in the nuclear envelope (NE) and gates all transportations between
nucleoplasm and cytoplasm in a size-selective and directional manner (Cronshaw et al. 2002).
The NPC has an eight-fold octagonal symmetry and its mass ranges from 44 MDa in simple
species like yeast to 60 MDa in more evolved species like rat (Brohawn et al. 2009). However,
despite the difference in mass, the general architecture of the NPC does not differ much between
yeast and vertebrates. The NPC is composed of several categories of proteins with different
functionalities which are called nucleoporins (Nups). About 30% of the Nups are found to be
intrinsically disordered (Denning et al. 2003). These disordered Nups usually contain many
phenylalanine-glycine (FG) repeats in their amino acid sequence and are mostly localized at
the central region of the pore.

Studies have shown that small molecules like water, ions, small macromolecules (< 40

kDa), and small neutral particles (< 5 nm) can freely diffuse into and out of the NPC (Peters
1984, Feldherr and Akin 1997). However, larger molecules can only be transported through the
NPC if they are bound to specific chaperon proteins, called transport factors. Several transport
factors have been identified in yeast and other species which all together are named Karyo-
pherins or Kaps. Different models have been proposed to explain the mechanism of nuclear
transport and the role of FG-Nups and Kaps in mediating the transport, but no agreement has
been reached so far.

1.1 The structure and architecture of the NPC

The NPC is comprised of multiple copies of ∼30 different Nups. The octagonal structure of the
NPC was revealed for the first time by electron microscopy studies in 1967 (Gall 1967). This
picture was more refined by later studies where structural data from different resolutions were
combined by means of a computational platform to unravel the structure of the NPC (Alber
et al. 2007a). These studies together with more precise measurements conducted later have
revealed that the NPC is built from repetitive structural units.
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Figure 1.1: The structure of the NPC. (A) Simplified scheme of the yeast cell showing the posi-
tion of the NPCs in the NE (left). 3D model of the scaffold (right) with the approximated inner
and outer diameter of the pore (Alber et al. 2007b). (B) A cross-section of the NPC showing dif-
ferent regions in the NPC as well as the Nups that form these regions (Alber et al. 2007b, Hoelz
et al. 2011). The NPC is embedded in the NE which consists of an outer and inner nuclear
membrane (ONM, INM).

The repetitive structure of the NPC is based on the assembly of several copies of each Nup
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in multiples of eight, clearly reflecting the eight-fold rotational symmetry of the NPC (Alber
et al. 2007b, Szymborska et al. 2013). However, the shape of the NPC is not symmetric with
respect to the plane of the NE, because the peripheral components on the cytoplasmic and nu-
clear sides are different (see Figure 1.1). On the cytoplasmic side there exist eight cytoplasmic
fibrils protruding 30-35 nm into the cytoplasm and a basket-like structure that extends out ap-
proximately 40-60 nm into the nucleoplasm (Schwartz 2005, Krull et al. 2004).

Cryo-electron tomography measurements on Xenopus have estimated the overall dimen-
sions of the NPC to be ∼125 nm for the outer diameter, ∼95 nm for the heigth and ∼55 nm for
the diameter of the central channel of the pore (Frenkiel-Krispin et al. 2010). In comparison,
the yeast NPC shows considerably smaller dimensions with an outer diameter of ∼100 nm and
a height of ∼35 nm (Yang et al. 1998) (see Figure 1.1A). Early hydrodynamic and volumetric
measurements estimated the mass of the NPC to range between 66 MDa in yeast to 125 MDa in
vertebrates. However, measurements based on the stoichiometry of nucleoporins obtained in
proteomic studies, indicate that the mass of the NPC is only 44 MDa in S. cerevisiae and 60 MDa
in rat. This discrepancy supports the conclusion that the NPC is a porous, lattice-like assem-
bly, rather than a solid entity, which explains the overestimation of mass based on volumetric
analysis (Brohawn et al. 2009). Moreover, studies on the scaffold of the NPC have shown that
the core scaffold of the pore is not a rigid structure and the pore can even dilate under certain
conditions (Wolf and Mofrad 2008, Shahin et al. 2005).

The Nups fall into three different categories, namely transmembrane Nups, structural Nups
which form the core scaffold of the pore and maintain its shape, and FG-Nups which are intrin-
sically disordered and line the central channel of the pore (see Figure 1.1B). The transmem-
brane layer is composed of three integral membrane proteins. In the yeast NPC, these include
POM152 (Wozniak et al. 1994), POM34 (Miao et al. 2006) and NDC1 (Chial et al. 1998), which an-
chor the NPC to the NE. NDC1 and POM34 are located at the pore side of the membrane while a
large part of POM152 reaches into the lumen of the nuclear envelope (Hoelz et al. 2011). Accord-
ing to the structural model of the NPC proposed by Alber and co-workers (Alber et al. 2007b),
the core scaffold of the pore consists of an inner ring and two outer rings, one at the cytoplas-
mic and the other at the nucleoplasmic side of the pore. In yeast, the outer rings are composed
of seven Nups that collectively form the Nup84-subcomplex. This subcomplex is composed of
Nup84, Nup120, Nup85, Nup145C, Sec13, Seh1, and Nup133. Nup157, Nup170, Nup188 and
Nup192 form the inner ring of the core scaffold of the pore which is sandwiched between two
outer rings (Alber et al. 2007b). The innermost layer of the NPC is the FG-Nup layer which
consists of multiple copies of intrinsically disordered FG-Nups. The FG-Nups are mostly disor-
dered and are attached to the scaffold through their structural parts. FG-Nups form the perme-
ability barrier of the NPC and their FG-repeats serve as interaction sites for Kaps (Chook and
Blobel 2001, Bayliss et al. 2002). However, the exact role of FG-Nups in mediating passive and
active transport through the NPC is still under debate.

1.2 FG-Nups

Each FG-Nup contains a structured domain that provides an anchor site to the scaffold of the
NPC and a disordered region, rich in FG-repeats. The FG-domains (i.e., regions rich in FG-
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repeats) may span 0.3 nm per residue which compared to the 0.148 nm per residue for an
α-helical conformation (Fahrenkrog et al. 2002) shows that FG-domains adopt a relatively ex-
tended conformation. In total, there are 136 copies of FG-Nups in the yeast NPC which consists
of several different types of FG-Nups (Terry and Wente 2009). Each of these Nups contain up
to 50 FG-repeat units (Peters 2009), resulting in about 2700 FG-repeats per NPC. The dominant
FG-repeat units are Phe-Gly (FG), Gly-Leu-Phe-Gly (GLFG) and Phe-any-Phe-Gly (FXFG). The
spacers between the FXFG repeats are rich in Ser and Thr and are highly charged, while the
spacers between GLFG repeats are free from acidic residues and are rich in Asn and Gln (Terry
and Wente 2009).

Biochemical and biophysical measurements demonstrated that the FG-Nups are intrinsi-
cally disordered and do not contain a large amount of stable secondary structure (Denning
et al. 2003, Lim, Aebi and Stoffler 2006). Single-molecule atomic force spectroscopy measure-
ments have shown that isolated FG-domains have a flexibility comparable to that of unfolded
polypeptides (Lim, Huang, Koser, Deng, Lau, Schwarz-Herion, Fahrenkrog and Aebi 2006).
Additionally, FG domains are characterized by a large hydrodynamic radius which is a struc-
tural characteristic of intrinsically disordered proteins (Denning et al. 2003).

FG-Nups are confirmed to be responsible for the permeability barrier of the NPC and the
selective transport of cargo/receptor complexes through the pore. There is emerging evidence
that nuclear transport is a result of interactions between the phenylalanine rings of the FG-
repeats and hydrophobic residues on the surface of the receptor (Fahrenkrog and Aebi 2003).
There are several crystallographic studies regarding the interaction between the FG-repeats and
Kaps that show that the phenylalanine residues of the FG-repeats are buried in hydrophobic
pockets on the surface of the Kaps (Bayliss et al. 2002, Bayliss et al. 2000, Grant et al. 2003). Both
crystallographic studies and molecular dynamics simulations have confirmed the presence of
several binding pockets on the surface of Importin-β and NTF2, two often-studied transport
factors in yeast (Bayliss et al. 2002, Isgro and Schulten 2005, Isgro and Schulten 2007a). The
measurements show that the affinity between FG domains and Kaps increases with increasing
number of FG-repeats. However, other factors such as the type of FG-repeat (GLFG, FXFG),
the length of the spacers between FG-repeats and the composition of the spacer sequences are
critical for determining the strength of the FG-Nup interactions with Kaps (Pyhtila and Rexach
2003, Patel and Rexach 2008).

It has been shown that by the deletion of individual FG-Nups from the NPC, the permeabil-
ity barrier of the NPC will reduce and cargoes with 70 kDa mass gain access to the pore (this is
far beyond the 40 kDa limit for passive diffusion through the pore) (Patel and Rexach 2008). The
effect of deletion of FG-Nups on the viability of living cells has been systematically studied by
deletion of different combinations of FG domains of FG-Nups in yeast. It has been shown that
the viability of the cell is not correlated to the amount of remaining mass of the FG domains,
since over half of the total mass of the FG domains can be deleted without loss of viability.
However, cells are shown to be sensitive to deletion of certain combinations of FG-Nups. This
indicates that there are specific combinations of FG-Nups that contribute to forming the per-
meability barrier of the pore and their presence is essential for the viability of the cell (Strawn
et al. 2004).

It has been found that FG-Nups are structurally and chemically heterogeneous. It has been
shown that FG domains of the FG-Nups fall into two distinct categories of disordered structures
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with unique amino acid composition, dynamics, and function. One category contains a low
amount of charged amino acids and exhibits Stokes radii similar to collapsed-coil conforma-
tions. Functionally, these cohesive FG-domains tend to form low affinity binding interactions
with each other. FG domains of the second category contain a high amount of charged amino
acids and adopt a relaxed or extended-coil conformation. Functionally, these FG domains ex-
perience a repulsive interaction with each other (Yamada et al. 2010).

Theoretical and experimental studies on the role of FG-Nups in regulating nuclear transport
has led to several models for transport (Rout et al. 2000, Rout et al. 2003, Frey et al. 2006, Py-
htila and Rexach 2003, Lim et al. 2007, Peters 2005). These models are based on the interaction
between FG-Nups or between FG-Nups and Kaps, which will be discussed in section 1.4.

1.3 Nuclear transport

The NPC handles a heavy traffic of about ∼500-1000 molecules per second (Smith et al. 2002,
Yang et al. 2004). Depending on their size, molecules can travel through the pore by two differ-
ent mechanisms. The NPC allows passive transport of molecules smaller than ∼5 nm in diam-
eter or ∼40 kDa in mass in both directions. The transport of larger molecules is governed by an
active transport mechanism which is both selective and directional. The transported molecules
include histones, messenger RNA, transcription factors, DNA and RNA polymerases and ri-
bosomal subunits (Cooper 2000, Suntharalingam and Wente 2003). Studying proteins that are
actively transported through the pore has revealed that they spend most of their transit time
randomly moving in the central region of the transport channel. These movements are bidirec-
tional, rapid and have the characteristics of a random walk. The transport time is estimated to
be about ∼10 ms and the results suggest that each NPC must be capable of transporting at least
10 molecules at the same time (Yang et al. 2004).

The active transport is mostly studied for nuclear import. However, the basic principles
can be applied to export as well. Nuclear import requires a cargo with a nuclear localization
signal (NLS) and Kaps (Kalderon et al. 1984). During import, Kap binds to a NLS-cargo in
the cytoplasm and the Kap-cargo complex transits through the NPC. On the nucleoplasmic
side, the binding of RanGTP to the Kap will promote the release of the cargo and the Kap-
RanGTP complex is recycled back to the cytoplasm (see Figure 1.2, red route). At this stage,
hydrolysis of RanGTP to RanGDP by the GTPase activating protein Ran-GAP leads to the dis-
assembly of the complex so that Kap will be free for another cycle. During export, Kap binds
to its cargo and RanGTP in the nucleus. After traversing through the NPC, the hydrolysis of
RanGTP to RanGDP in the cytoplasm leads to disassembly of the complex and release of the
cargo (Mosammaparast and Pemberton 2004). It is noteworthy to point out that GTP hydrolysis
is the only step during the transport process that requires energy (Englmeier et al. 1999).

Besides the import and export cycles of cargo complexes, a transport cycle also exists to
balance the concentration of RanGTP and RanGDP in the nucleus and cytoplasm (see Figure
1.2, blue route). As the RanGTP-cargo-Kap complex enters the cytoplasm, the hydrolysis of
RanGTP to RanGDP by interaction with RanGAP dissociates the assembly. RanGDP (<25 kDa)
can travel back to the nucleus by free diffusion or with the aid of a dedicated import factor,
NTF2. RanGDP is catalyzed to RanGTP in the nucleus by a chromatin-bound nuclear Ran
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guanine nucleotide exchange factor (RanGEF). The interactions between RanGEF, RanGAP and
NTF2 results in a high concentration of RanGTP at the nucleoplasmic side, which is important
for proper functioning of the NPC (Mosammaparast and Pemberton 2004, Tran et al. 2007).
In-vitro experiments have shown that high concentrations of RanGTP in the cytoplasm will
reverse the direction of nuclear transport (Nachury and Weis 1999). Therefore, maintaining the
right balance between nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic concentrations of RanGTP is critical for
selective transport.

Figure 1.2: Nuclear import and Ran cycles through the NPC (Mosammaparast and Pemberton
2004).

1.4 Transport models

The exact mechanism of cargo translocation across the pore remains to be a controversial topic
in the field. Different models have been proposed to explain the role of the FG-Nups and their
interaction with transport factors to facilitate nuclear transport, but no agreement has been
reached so far.

The Brownian affinity gating model was the first model that contradicted the classical view of
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the pore as a dilatory gate. In this model, FG-Nups are assumed to form a crowded region of
filaments, sticking out from the NPC toward the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm. It is suggested
that the filamentous FG-Nups prevent inert molecules to enter the channel by their thermal
motion. However, molecules that bind to FG-Nups have a greater probability to permeate
through the channel due to the increased residence time at the entrance of the pore (Rout et al.
2000).

The virtual gate model was proposed as an extension to the Brownian affinity gating model
(see Figure 1.3A) (Rout et al. 2003). According to this model, FG-Nups form an entropic bar-
rier within the central tube of the NPC as a result of their vigorous thermal motion. Small
molecules do not restrict the movement of FG-Nups but since the placement of large macro-
molecules in the pore restrict the motion of FG-Nups, the entropic price for transport of large
macromolecules also increases. Above a certain size the entropic barrier becomes so large that
the NPC becomes impermeable to these large macromolecules. For translocation to occur, the
entropic barrier must be lowered below the thermal energy available for the cargo (∼ kBT ).
From an energy point of view, the presence of a large number of low affinity FG-repeats at the
entrance of the NPC, decreases the entropic barrier for Kap-cargo complexes and facilitates the
transport (Rout et al. 2003). Although the virtual gate model established a proper thermody-
namic basis for nuclear transport, the mechanism by which FG-Nups contribute to this process
were not clearly defined.

Related to the virtual gate model, several theoretical models have been proposed based
on the free energy landscape in the pore (Nielsen et al. 2006, Zilman et al. 2007). Zilman
and coworkers (Zilman et al. 2007) have modeled nuclear transport as free diffusion in a one-
dimensional potential energy landscape. The potential energy at each location is then deter-
mined by the distribution of FG-Nups through the NPC channel. The results show that the
transport properties depend strongly on the strength of the Kap-Nup interaction.

The selective phase model was proposed based on experimental observations regarding the
affinity between FG-repeats (see Figure 1.3B) (Frey et al. 2006). The model proposes that the
interaction between FG-repeats results in a sieve-like structure, which allows the passage of
small molecules, but blocks the transport of large macromolecules. The translocation of larger
macromolecules requires a local breaking of the FG-FG cross-links which could occur when
Kaps compete with these inter-chain bonds due to their higher affinity with the FG-repeats
(Ribbeck and Görlich 2001). To support the selective phase model, Frey and coworkers suc-
ceeded to produce a transparent elastic hydrogel from a Nsp1 solution (rich in FXFG repeats)
by reducing the pH of the solution to the physiological pH as a trigger (Frey et al. 2006). Later
on, they found that it is also possible to form a hydrogel using a fusion protein composed of
GLFG-repeat domains of Nup49p and Nup57p and FG/FXFG repeat domains of Nsp1p (Frey
and Görlich 2009). The model was further extended by introducing the concept of a saturated
hydrogel (Frey and Görlich 2007), in which all hydrophobic clusters engage into pairwise con-
tacts. It has been shown that the FG hydrogels can mimic the permeability barrier properties of
the NPC (Hülsmann et al. 2012). The produced hydrogels could uptake Kap-cargo complexes
in a selective manner, mimicking the selective transport in the NPC. Although the hydrogel
model has been successful in reproducing all characteristics of nuclear transport in-vitro, there
is no evidence to ensure that a real hydrogel could be formed in the physiological environment
inside the NPC.
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In line with the selective phase model, a Monte carlo study has been conducted on the
N-terminal domain of Nsp1p to investigate whether a phase transition from sol to gel exists
(Diesinger and Heermann 2010). A percolation analysis of the obtained conformations has
shown that a sol to gel transition occurs at a concentration of 42 mg/mL and is driven by
hydrophobic interactions. However, the results do not compare well with experiments that
predict a sol to gel transition at ∼ 8-10 mg/mL for the same FG-Nup.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements have revealed that surface-tethered mam-
malian Nup153, which form a brush-like structure, undergo a reversible collapse upon addition
of Kapβ1 (Lim et al. 2007). Interestingly, it has been shown that the collapsed conformation re-
versed back to the initial state by increasing the concentration of RanGTP. The reversible collapse
model has been proposed in line with these observations, which assumes that FG-Nups adopt
a brush-like configuration inside the NPC and form an entropic barrier. The brush repels non-
specific cargoes without NLS. However, the addition of Kap-cargo complexes induces a local
collapse of the FG-Nup brush, forming an opening for transport through the channel. In the
transport channel, the Kap-cargo complex undergoes repetitive binding and unbinding events
until it reaches the end of the transport channel where the cargo is released by the interaction
with RanGTP (Lim et al. 2007, Peters 2009). The collapse of the brush structure has been stud-
ied more systematically on cNup62 assays. These results indicate that collapse of the brush
depends on the Kap concentration and the grafting distance between the FG-Nups (Schoch
et al. 2012). However, further experiments on end grafted Nsp1p (AA 2-60) has shown that
yeast Nsp1p is also capable to form a brush structure with a measured height of 34 ± 4 nm,
but no collapse was observed upon addition of the transport factor Impβ to the brush (Eisele
et al. 2010).

The formation of brush structures has been investigated through atomistic molecular dy-
namics simulations on a 5 by 5 array of Nsp1 FG-Nups anchored on a planar surface (Miao and
Schulten 2009). The results suggest that FG-Nups will form a bundle-based brush structure af-
ter 4µs CG simulation. The obtained structure contains many surface-exposed FG-repeats and
has an FG-repeat density typical for the NPC central channel. Interestingly, after 60 ns a sliding
motion of NTF2 was observed due to the dynamic binding and unbinding of two FG-repeats to
one of the binding spots on the surface of the NTF2 (Miao and Schulten 2010).

Studies on the topology of the FG-domains within the central channel suggest that these
domains form a coherent hydrophobic layer, coating the wall of the transport channel (Peters
2009). A loose network of flexible hydrophilic chains fill the central part of the channel and
extend to the pore lumen to form a passage way of 10 nm in diameter for free diffusion of
small non-binding particles. According to the reduction of dimensionality model, Kaps and trans-
port complexes bind to the FG-surface at the channel entrance and search the FG-surface by
a 2-dimensional random walk (see Figure 1.3C). Cargo complexes pass the selectivity filter by
pushing hydrophilic chains out of the way and rapidly find the channel exit (Peters 2005). In
an update of the model it has been suggested that at any time the channel wall is covered by
a layer of various Kaps (Peters 2009). This FG-Kap bilayer forms a tube of 5-10 nm diameter
that could be used by small molecules to diffuse into the NPC. Therefore, the presence of the
loose network of hydrophilic chains, suggested in the original version of the model to form the
selectivity filter, is not required.

The forest model has been proposed based on the Stokes radii of individual segments of FG-
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Nups (see Figure 1.3D). It has been shown that FG-Nups are composed of domains that adopt
a collapsed or extended conformation. The FG-Nups with a collapsed conformation resemble
shrubs and those with an extended conformation next to a collapsed conformation resemble
trees, depicting a forest-like landscape inside the pore (Yamada et al. 2010). The forest model
suggests two different pathways for transport; one at the center of the pore for the transport of
large macromolecules and the other near the scaffold for transport of small molecules and ions.
However, the proposed model contradicts with the results of single molecule tracking experi-
ments which suggest that small molecules pass freely though the central region of the pore and
the Kaps are translocated along a pathway midway between the center and the scaffold (Ma
and Yang 2010, Ma et al. 2012).

Figure 1.3: Nuclear transport models shown in cross-section of the pore. (A) Virtual gate model
(Rout et al. 2003). (B) Selective phase model: a hydrogel is formed by pairwise contacts between
FG repeats (Frey et al. 2006). (C) Reduction of dimensionality model where FG-repeats form
a 2D surface inside the pore (Peters 2005). (D) Forest model: based on the Stokes radii of
individual segments of FG-Nups (Yamada et al. 2010). Red circles represent FG-repeats.

1.5 Objective

Clearly, many different models have been proposed for the role of FG-Nups and their inter-
action with cargo and Kaps. One of the main reasons that has slowed down the progress in
understanding nuclear transport is the absence of experimental techniques that can probe the
structure and dynamics of the disordered proteins inside the transport channel and during
transport. On the other hand, the size of the NPC (∼ 40 MDa) and the average transport time
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(∼ 10 ms) is such that investigating the nuclear transport through atomistic molecular dynamics
simulations is not feasible with the current computational resources. In order to overcome the
limitations of atomistic simulations, a one-bead-per-amino acid, implicit solvent coarse-grained
model is proposed to probe the three-dimensional disordered domain of the NPC by taking full
account of the specific amino acid sequence of the FG-Nups.

In order to develop the coarse grained model, a systematic approach has been followed.
First, the interaction potentials for the bonded interactions (i.e., bending and torsion poten-
tials) have been extracted from the Ramachandran data of the coiled regions of proteins. In the
next step, the hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions are parametrized against experimental
Stokes radii of FG-Nup segments. The performance of the model for collective interactions is
verified by comparing the predicted height of FG-Nup brushes with that obtained experimen-
tally. The model is then used to study the three dimensional distribution of FG-Nups inside the
transfer channel of the NPC, the sol-gel transition of FG-Nup solutions and the energetics of
active and passive transport through the pore.

1.6 Outline

The procedure to obtain the bonded interactions are discussed in chapter 2. The obtained bend-
ing φbend and torsion φtor potentials are amino acid and sequence dependent. The developed
potentials are validated against experimental gyration and Stokes radii of a wide range of de-
natured proteins. The proposed bending and torsion potentials are generally developed for
disordered proteins and their application is not limited to FG-Nups.

In chapter 3 we derive the non-bonded hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions. The
electrostatic interactions account for ionic screening and polarity of the solvent. The hydropho-
bic interactions are based on experimental hydrophobicity scales and the free parameters are
calibrated against experimental Stokes radii of individual FG-Nup segments. The model is val-
idated against a range of experimental data (i.e., isolated FG-Nups, FG-Nup brushes tethered
to a substrate). It is then used to study the conformation of the FG-Nups inside the transfer
conduit of the NPC. We investigate the physical interactions that drive the Nups to their spe-
cific conformation and study the role of the amino acid sequence of the FG-Nups. Finally, we
explore the correlation between cell viability and density distribution of FG-Nup by removing
specific combinations of FG-Nups (Strawn et al. 2004)

Since the hydrogel model is different in nature compared to the other proposed transport
models, the gel-forming capability of the FG-Nups are studied in chapter 4. Simulations are
performed on solutions of non-tethered FG-Nups, to study the sol-gel transition as a function
of FG-Nup concentrations. The set-up is also used to study the effect of mutations and charge
content of the FG-Nups on their gel forming characteristics.

Having revealed the conformation of the FG-Nups inside the pore, chapter 5 is focused on
studying transport through the NPC. In order to study the size exclusion limit of the NPC, the
energetics of transport of inert cargoes with different sizes is investigated. Subsequently, active
transport is studied by adding hydrophobic and charged patches on the surface of the cargo
to mimic Kap-cargo complexes. Umbrella sampling is used to monitor the effect of cargo size,
hydrophobicity and charge on the energy barrier of the NPC.
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In chapter 6 the results of this thesis are summarized and the main findings will be dis-
cussed.






